Abstract. The effect of stimulus factors such as interobject similarity and stimulus density on the recognition of objects across changes in view was investigated in five experiments. The recognition of objects across views was found to depend on the degree of interobject similarity and on stimulus density: recognition was view dependent when both interobject similarity and stimulus density were high, irrespective of the familiarity of the target object. However, when stimulus density or interobject similarity was low recognition was invariant to viewpoint. It was found that recognition was accomplished through view-dependent procedures when discriminability between objects was low.
Introduction
It is often assumed that the recognition of objects across changes in viewpoint depends on the nature of the task. In between-class categorisation tasks recognition is generally found to be invariant to viewpoint. On the other hand, view-dependent recognition is often associated with within-class, exemplar-discrimination tasks. In this paper, I address the issue of whether interobject discriminability affects recognition performance across views. Specifically I investigated whether factors which reduce the discriminability of an object can also affect view-dependent recognition performance.
Some of the many factors which may reduce the discriminability of an object representation include the degree of similarity between the target object and nontarget objects and also the number of target objects in the task (Corter 1987; Duncan and Humphreys 1989; Edelman 1995c) . I explored the effects of categorical versus exemplarspecific recognition and the effects of stimulus density on recognition performance across views. The findings show that an increase in interobject similarity and an increase in object density reduced the discriminability of the representation of the target object in memory and that recognition was accomplished through view-dependent mechanisms when object discriminability was low.
Clearly, an understanding of the nature of representation is crucial to the understanding of object constancy. The representation of an object in memory needs to be capable of generalising across circumstantial changes to the image of that object, such as changes in viewpoint, whilst also specifying the uniqueness of that object to allow for discrimination between similar objects. Recent models of object recognition which have been proposed to account for object recognition across changes in viewpoint can generally be described as structural-description models (Marr and Nishihara 1978; Biederman 1987) and multiple-view models (Tarr and Pinker 1989; Tarr and Bulthoff 1995) . Each of these 1j Current address: Max-Planck-Institut fur Biologische Kybernetik, Spemannstrasse 38, 72076 Tubingen, Germany. models describes different memory representations of objects and different mechanisms of recognition to account for object constancy.
First, in the recognition-by-components (RBC) approach proposed by Biederman it is asserted that objects are represented as geon-structural descriptions (GSDs) and view-invariant recognition proceeds by matching the GSD of the percept to the GSD of the object stored in memory (Biederman 1987) . He has argued that entry-level categorisation
(1) (eg recognising a lamp from a chair) is a task most indicative of everyday object recognition. Since objects are stored as GSDs then recognition is mostly invariant to viewpoint. Biederman and Gerhardstein (1993) argue that, under normal circumstances, recognition performance is immediately view invariant provided (a) the objects are readily decomposible into geons, (b) the objects are defined by unique GSDs, and (c) all geons are visible and segregable across changes in view (Biederman and Gerhardstein 1993) . Unless these conditions are met recognition performance suffers and becomes dependent on the view of the object shown. In a number of priming studies Biederman has shown that the recognition of objects across different entry levels is invariant to viewpoint, size, and translation even when the objects are unfamiliar (Biederman and Cooper 1991, 1992) . The RBC approach can account for immediate view-invariant recognition in classification tasks but it provides no mechanism to allow for discrimination between similar objects.
In an alternative account of object constancy, the so-called 'multiple-view' models of representation, it is proposed that objects are stored as collections of discrete views and as such can account for the discriminability between objects. Recognition is accomplished by matching the object percept to a stored view of the object in memory (Tarr and Pinker 1989; Tarr and Bulthoff 1995) . According to the multiple-view model, recognition performance is determined by the angular distance between the view of the percept and the stored, familiar view. Novel or unfamiliar views are aligned or normalised to match the stored view (Ullman 1989; Jolicoeur 1992) or interpolated between views .
The evidence cited for the multiple-view model of object recognition usually involves tasks that demand discriminating between highly similar objects (Rock and DiVita 1987; Tarr and Pinker 1989; Edelman and Bulthoff 1992) . Such tasks may be analogous to subordinate-level recognition^ or discriminating between different exemplars of an entry-level class (eg recognising your car from amongst other cars in a parking lot). The recognition of exemplars is found to be more efficient to views that are familiar and performance decreases to novel views away from the familiar views (Tarr and Pinker 1989) . It is proposed that the storage of views is accumulative and that once enough views are stored, which span all possible rotations, then the recognition of an unfamiliar view may be view invariant by, for example, averaging across views or interpolating between views . Thus, in principle, recognition would be view invariant if enough views were stored. According to the multiple-views model, therefore, recognition performance is dependent on the familiarity of the object views.
If the RBC model of recognition predicts immediate view invariance to objects that are maximally discriminable at the geon level and the multiple-views model predicts initial view-dependent performance to unfamiliar views of an object, the question arises as to whether these are separate mechanisms and if so how are these mechanisms engaged? Biederman and Gerhardstein (1995) have argued that these mechanisms can be task dependent. They argue that implicit memory tasks, such as priming, evoke viewinvariant procedures in visual memory whereas explicit 'old/new' recognition tasks evoke view-dependent mechanisms. However, recent studies have shown that recognition (1) Entry-level (or basic-level) categorisation is a term used to describe the first level of abstraction for categorising objects (Rosch et al 1976) . (2) Subordinate-level recognition refers to the recognition of specific instances of a category.
performance does not solely depend on task effects. For example, as already discussed, the familiarity of the views of an object is a powerful predictor of view-dependent performance (Tarr et al 1994) . Also, view-dependent effects have been found with the time to verify the name of objects from different categories (Newell and Findlay 1997) . Furthermore, Edelman has recently shown that classification performance across views of objects was dependent on the similarity between the objects (Edelman 1995a) .
In order to amalgamate the findings that in some situations recognition is view invariant whereas other situations result in view-dependent recognition, it has recently been proposed that object recognition lies on a continuum in which there is a trade-off between recognition performance and the discriminability of the object representation (Jolicoeur 1992; Tarr and Bulthoff 1995) . Accordingly, recognition performance would be best when the discriminability of the object is high and would become systematically poorer with a reduction in the discriminability of the object representation. Tarr and Bulthoff (1995) have argued that tasks involving the classification of different objects might invoke view-invariant processes whereas tasks involving the discrimination of subtle feature changes might invoke purely view-dependent processes. They suggest, therefore, that the characteristics of the stimuli in the task may provide a predictor for recognition performance such that objects which are difficult to discriminate may only be recognised via view-dependent procedures.
Edelman has recently provided experimental evidence in support of Tarr and BulthofFs hypothesis (Edelman 1995a ). In a classification task, Edelman found that objects which differed parametrically but shared the same geons were recognised independently of viewpoint when the similarity between the objects was low. Conversely, recognition was dependent on viewpoint when the objects differed in the spatial arrangement of their geons but interobject similarity was high. Thus classification performance was determined by the level of interobject similarity but not by the geon descriptions of the objects. He proposed that a feature-based exemplar model, in which objects are located as features and the distance between the features reflects the similarity between the objects, can account for the mixed findings in the object-recognition literature (Edelman 1995b (Edelman , 1995c . Similar objects are located more closely together in representational 'object space' whereas less similar objects are more sparsely located (see Estes 1994) . Similar objects are, therefore, less discriminable owing to competition from a near neighbour and recognition becomes less efficient and more dependent on viewpoint.
In this paper an investigation of the effect of stimulus factors on the recognition of familiar objects across different views is reported. Specifically I asked whether changing the discriminability of an object in a task can affect view-dependent or view-invariant recognition processes. Discriminability was manipulated by different levels of interobject similarity and by stimulus context (ie stimulus density and frequency of presentation of the objects). Subjects were shown all views of the target object prior to test and the familiarity of the target object remained constant across all experiments. On the basis of the recognition-performance continuum proposed by Tarr and Biilthoff (1995) and the feature-based exemplar model proposed by Edelman (1995b Edelman ( , 1995c it was predicted that factors which reduce the discriminability of an object representation in memory would affect view-dependent recognition processes. Unlike the multiple-view model, it is predicted that factors which affect discriminability would work independently of the familiarity of the object.
Overview of experiments
The following experiments were designed to investigate the effects of stimulus characteristics on the recognition of familiar objects across views. In all the experiments subjects learned all views of the target objects prior to test in order to determine the effects of similarity on the ability to discriminate different stored views of objects. All of the experiments were based on a recognition-memory (old/new) paradigm. The objects chosen as stimuli were elongated three-dimensional familiar objects. Different objects could not be discriminated on the basis of the presence of invariant features since all objects shared the same small set of geons and all objects shared the same global shape properties such as aspect ratio. Objects from different categories were defined by unique GSDs, ie different spatial arrangements of geons. No mirror-image discriminations were present (which usually contribute to view-dependent effects) since all objects were bilaterally symmetrical. Last, all objects were presented with the principal axis of each object shown parallel to the horizontal plane and rotated in depth. These rotations were chosen so as to avoid any canonical-view effects that might arise to an 'upright' view of the objects (Palmer et al 1981; Jolicoeur 1985) . Part occlusion was avoided by tilting the horizontal plane by 10° so that all parts were visible across rotations (see Humphrey and Khan 1992 for a similar procedure).
The objects used as targets and nontargets were seen in either an 'exemplar' or a 'category'-similarity condition. Figure 1 shows an example of some of the objects across the different similarity conditions. The 'exemplar' condition refers to discriminating an object from different objects within the same category. The 'category' condition refers to discriminating an object from objects across different categories. In the exemplar condition the nontarget objects present in the task were different exemplars from within the same category as the target. In the category condition the nontarget objects were objects from different categories. As an example a target bottle is illustrated here. The target is shown in the centre of the figure and different, nontarget, exemplar bottles were shown along the x-axis. Different category, nontarget objects, such as a lamp and a glass, are shown along the z-axis. Objects were also shown across views, and different views of the target bottle are shown along the j-axis.
In the exemplar condition the objects were highly similar in that they differed by small metric changes to the parts from the original basic shape of the target object (eg the different bottles in figure 1 ). (The exemplar condition is analogous to discriminating from the nearest neighbour on a multidimensional-feature-space model.) Conversely, in the category condition the objects were dissimilar in that they each had unique GSDs but none of the objects could be identified on the basis of a single invariant feature since all objects in the category condition shared the same small set of geons. For example, the lamp and the bottle shown in figure 1 are composed of different spatial arrangements of the same three geons. Table 1 shows a schematic illustration of the different similarity conditions and the number of target objects used across the experiments. In experiment 1, recognising a single target object from amongst a set of nontarget objects shown across different views in both the exemplar and the category condition was examined. In order to determine how readily objects are discriminated from their nearest neighbour, experiment 2 was designed to investigate the effect of recognising a target object from a single nontarget across different views in the exemplar condition only. It has previously been argued that perceptual similarity is a dynamic process that is sometimes affected by stimulus context (Nosofsky 1984) . Consequently, experiment 3 was designed to test whether the discrimination of two exemplar objects from the same category was affected by the presence of other target objects from different categories. In experiment 3 there were six target objects. The number of target objects was reduced to four in experiment 4 in order to reduce the potential effects of learning a large number of target objects on view-dependent recognition performance. In experiment 5 the effect of context was examined further. Subjects were trained, in separate sessions, to recognise each category target object from a single nontarget in the exemplar condition until effects of view disappeared. They were then tested on their recognition of the same target objects from the nontargets when all objects were shown randomly in the same block. Table 1 . A schematic distribution of targets and nontargets in each experiment on a unidimensional feature scale. Each distribution represents a single object across all views. The distances between the objects are relative and depend on the interobject similarity. Highly similar objects, such as different exemplar objects from the same category, are located near to each other whilst less similar objects, such as objects from different categories, are located far from each other. Targets are illustrated in darker shading. In experiment 1 for example, a target object was shown in either the exemplar condition where all nontargets are represented close to the target or in the category condition where all nontargets are represented far from the target. A unidimensional scale is used for the purposes of illustration only and is not meant to represent any metric differences between the objects. The recognition of familiar target objects from among a set of nontargets in both the exemplar and the category similarity conditions was investigated in this experiment. It was predicted that if discriminability affects recognition across views then recognition would be view dependent in the exemplar condition and view invariant in the category condition. Subjects were trained on all test views of the target prior to the experiment. The multiple-view approach would predict that the identification of familiar objects be independent of viewpoint in both the exemplar and the category condition since all views were familiar (Rock and DiVita 1987; Tarr and Pinker 1989; Edelman and Biilthoff 1992) . Conversely, the RBC approach predicts that the recognition of a target object from among a set of nontargets would be independent of viewpoint in the category condition only since the objects in this condition were specified by the presence of unique GSDs. The experiment was conducted in two sessions. In one session, subjects were presented with the exemplar condition where they had to discriminate a target object from among a set of different exemplar objects from the same class (eg a target bottle from among six different bottles). In the other session, subjects were presented with the category condition where they had to discriminate a new target object from among a set of different objects from different categories (eg a bottle from objects including a lamp, a vase, etc). See figure 1 for an illustration of the exemplar and category conditions. 3.1 Method 3.1.1 Subjects. Eight students from the Department of Applied Mathematics, Weizmann Institute of Science, Israel were paid to participate in this experiment. Two of the subjects were female and six were male. All subjects had normal or corrected-tonormal vision. The average age of the subjects was 25 years. All subjects were fluent English speakers.
3.1.2 Stimuli. Eight objects were used as stimuli. These objects were bottle, candlestick, glass, lamp, nail, stool, trumpet, and vase.
The stimuli were created by using a custom-made program which revolved a specified contour around a principal axis of elongation. All objects were solids that were bilaterally symmetrical with circular cross sections. The axis of elongation was the same length for all objects (5 cm). The occluding contour for each object was described by setting a number of coordinates on the contour plane. The contour of each object was described by using between six and twelve coordinate positions. The position of these coordinates was manipulated to create the different objects. In the category condition, objects were created by specifying the position of the coordinates anew for each object. Since all objects were based on circular cross sections, the objects in the category condition often shared the same set of geons such as cylinders and cones. In the exemplar condition, each object was described by producing small systematic shifts in some of the coordinate positions away from the original positions. This manipulation produced a continuum of similar shapes (see the bottles in figure 1 ). Such small shifts served to change the size of a part of the object thus resulting in either enlarging or reducing a geon. Therefore, quantitative or metric differences along the revolving contour defined the objects in the exemplar condition whereas objects in the category condition were qualitatively different. Figure 1 illustrates examples of the shapes generated for the two experimental conditions.
The objects were drawn with a grey-scale setting of 256 and displayed against a black background. The stimuli included different views of each of the objects. The 0° position referred to the elongated axis of the objects viewed orthogonal to the line of sight. In the 90° position (maximum foreshortening), the elongated axis of the object was viewed slightly below the line of sight with an angle of elevation of 10°.
In the category condition each object acted as a target and six different objects acted as nontarget objects. In the exemplar condition, six nontarget objects were different exemplar objects from the same category (see figure 1). The experiment was conducted on a Silicon Graphics Indigo workstation with a 150 MHz CPU and a 16 inch colour monitor with 1280 x 1024 resolution.
3.1.3 Design. The experiment was based on a two-factor repeated-measures design with interobject similarity condition and view as factors. In the similarity factor there were two levels, the first corresponding to the exemplar condition and the second to the category condition. The view factor had thirty-six levels, each corresponding to views of the object rotated in depth by 10° from 0° to 350°. The experiment was conducted in two sessions; each session was one of the discrimination tasks. The order of the sessions was counterbalanced across subjects and the order of the trials within each session was randomised across subjects. Subjects were randomly assigned one of the target objects in each session. The target object was changed across sessions for each subject with the constraint that the target did not appear in a preceding session as either a target or a nontarget.
The experimental paradigm was a recognition-memory experiment where subjects viewed the target object rotating through all views prior to test. During the test session subjects were presented with a yes/no paradigm where they had to decide if each image stimulus was the target object or not.
3.1.4 Procedure. In each of the two experimental sessions subjects were initially trained on a target object which was, for each subject, one of the object stimuli listed above. During the training session the subjects saw the target object rotated in depth through all the test views. The target was rotated in depth four times at a rate of about 20° s _1 and all subjects reported seeing a three-dimensional stimulus owing to the kinetic-depth effect. The test session immediately followed the training session and subjects were requested to press the space bar to begin the test. For the exemplar condition, subjects were instructed that the nontargets were different exemplars from the same class of objects as the target objects. In the category condition, subjects were told that the nontargets consisted of objects from different categories. The two experimental sessions were conducted on separate days and each session took about 20 min to complete. There were 288 trials per session (144 target and 144 nontarget trials). Each stimulus was preceded by a fixation cross for 500 ms and the stimulus was presented for 150 ms, followed by a blank screen. The onset of the subsequent trial was triggered by the subject's response. 10 dummy trials were included at the beginning of the testing session, as pilot studies indicated a speed-up effect over the initial trials.
Subjects were seated 57 cm away from the monitor. An image of an object subtended a visual angle of 5 deg when presented in the 0° view Subjects were instructed to respond as fast and as accurately as possible to each stimulus. They were asked to press the V key on the computer keyboard if the stimulus was the target object and the 'z' key if the stimulus was a nontarget object. Response times and error scores were recorded for each subject. There was no feedback given during the experiments.
Results
Responses to dummy trials and nontargets were removed prior to error-rate and reactiontime analyses. The total number of errors in the exemplar condition was 28% and for the category condition was 12%. The errors were subjected to a two-way ANOVA with condition of similarity and views as factors. There was a significant difference found between the conditions (F 1>7 = 7.438, p < 0.03). There was no significant effect of view found CF 35?2 45 = 1.018, ns) and no significant interaction between the factors (^35,245 = 0.637, ns). Figure 2 shows the mean reaction times and errors to the objects in the different conditions. A two-factor repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted on the response-time data. A significant effect of similarity condition was found (F^7 = 22.799, p < 0.01) (3) . There was no overall effect of view found (i^5 j 245 = 1.439, ns). An interaction between the two conditions approached significance CF 35?2 45 = 1-439, p = 0.06). A posteriori simple-effects analyses revealed a significant effect of view in the exemplar condition (^35,245 = 1-644, p < 0.05). However, there was no effect of view found in the category condition (^35,245 = 1-019, ns).
Discussion
The results showed that recognition performance was faster and more accurate when the task involved discriminating between objects from different categories than between different exemplar objects from the same class. Moreover it was found that when the task was to discriminate a target object from among a set of exemplar objects then recognition times were dependent on viewpoint. Conversely, when the task was to discriminate a target object from among a set of objects from different categories then recognition was invariant to viewpoint. The result that discrimination in the exemplar condition was view dependent supports the prediction that discriminability affects recognition performance across views.
The target objects were equally familiar across both similarity conditions, therefore the findings cannot be accounted for by the multiple-views model which states that familiarity of the views affects recognition performance (Tarr and Pinker 1989; Edelman and Biilthoff 1992) . Recognition of the same objects in the category condition promoted view-invariant recognition performance, which was a predicted result according to the RBC approach since all objects had unique GSDs (Biederman and Gerhardstein 1993) . Also, view dependence was predicted by the RBC approach in the exemplar condition because the objects were not defined by unique GSDs. However, no mechanism is specified by the RBC model to account for subjects' ability to discriminate between objects in the exemplar condition. I argue that the results of experiment 1 show that view dependence is only found in the condition of high interobject similarity (the exemplar condition) because the discriminability of the object representation is low under this condition.
Low discriminability may cause some views to be more typical of an object than other views. In this case, more foreshortened views may be less recognisable because (3) An items analysis was not conducted since items was a nested factor in the design of the experiment.
the salient discriminable features of the objects are not as readily accessible as in the less foreshortened views (Humphrey and Khan 1992) . Indeed, the response times shown in figure 2 indicate that this might be so. The findings, I argue, support Edelman's model in that the results reflect the effects of interitem similarity on recognition. I postulate that high interitem similarity resulted in view-dependent recognition performance because the visual system was more dependent on subtle feature differences which may not be invariant to viewpoint (Edelman 1995a ).
Experiment 2
The results from experiment 1, it was argued, suggest that view-dependent recognition performance occurs when object discriminability is low However, discriminating a target from a large number of similar nontargets may be a difficult task and the view dependence may be a result of stimulus density interacting with interobject similarity (Krumhansl 1978; Corter 1987) . In experiment 2 the number of nontarget objects was reduced in order to increase the discriminability between the target and its nontargets. It was predicted that if recognition performance depends on interobject discriminability then a small number of exemplars would be easier to discriminate than a large number. Consequently recognition was expected to be independent to viewpoint when the number of exemplar objects was small, in this case two objects. It should also be noted that although the RBC model does not specify a mechanism to discriminate between exemplars it does predict view-dependent recognition performance with any task that involves discriminating between highly similar exemplar objects (Biederman 1987; Biederman and Gerhardstein 1993) . Accordingly, recognition would be view dependent to exemplars irrespective of the size of the object set.
4.1 Method 4.1.1 Subjects. Fifteen members of the Max-Planck-Institute for Biological Cybernetics volunteered to participate in this experiment. All subjects had normal or corrected-tonormal vision. There were four female subjects and eleven male subjects with an average age of 28 years. All subjects were fluent English speakers. 4.1.2 Stimuli. Five objects from the previous experiment was chosen as targets. These objects were bottle, glass, candlestick, lamp, and vase. A nontarget object was a single different exemplar from the same category as the target. The nontargets were objects that lay one step away from the targets on the shape continuum which is described in section 3.1.2 (see also figure 1 ). The same nontarget objects were used for all subjects. Stimuli consisted of nineteen different views of each object rotated in depth from 0° to 180° in 10° steps. The number of views was reduced in order to save subjects' time and also since no difference was found between the views from 0° to 180° and from 180° to 0° in the previous experiment (F^7 = 1.078, ns).
4.1.3 Design. The experiment was a two-factor within-subjects design with objects (five levels) and views (nineteen levels) as factors. The experiment was divided into five experimental blocks. A different target object was shown in each experimental block and the order of the blocks was counterbalanced across subjects. The order of the trials within each block was randomised across subjects. 4.1.4 Procedure. The procedure was the same as that outlined in experiment 1 except for the following details. Subjects were presented with five experimental blocks in the experiment. Each block consisted of a training session followed by the test session. During training, subjects saw all test views of the target object. There were 36 trials in each test session (18 target and 18 nontarget). Each block followed the preceding one after a warning message. The experiment took approximately 15 min for each subject to complete.
Results
The responses and reaction times to dummy trials and to the nontargets were removed prior to analyses. The total percentage errors made were 6.6%. The errors were subjected to a one-way ANOVA which revealed no significant effect of view (^i8 252 = 1-538, ns). Figure 3 shows the mean reaction times and errors to the different views of the target objects.
A one-way repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted on the reaction-time data across views. There was no significant effect of view found CF1 18?2 52 = 1-54, ns; F2^1 2 = 1.687, ns). 
Discussion
The results showed that by reducing the number of objects to be discriminated in a task to two, recognition performance was made independent of viewpoint. In experiment 1 subjects had to discriminate a target object from six similar nontargets in the exemplar condition and response times were found to be dependent on viewpoint. In the present experiment there was only one nontarget exemplar object and recognition was found to be invariant to viewpoint. The findings suggest that the number of items in a task can affect the discriminability of a target object. Clearly, however, stimulus density alone cannot account for recognition performance across views since in experiment 1 the stimulus set size remained constant across the exemplar and category conditions but there was no effect of view found in the category condition. It is more likely that an interaction between interobject similarity and stimulus density determines the discriminability of the object representation.
The results may also be due to learning (Jolicoeur 1992) : it could be suggested that the invariant differences between the target and nontarget were learned early on in experiment 2 so that recognition was view independent. During the test subjects saw each target object and each nontarget object eighteen times, in random order. Although in experiment 1 subjects saw the target object across more viewpoints than in experiment 2 it might be that subjects did not have the opportunity to learn to discriminate the target from nontargets in the exemplar condition of experiment 1 owing to the large number of nontargets. We return to this point later, in experiment 5.
The findings from the present experiment were not predicted by the RBC approach to object recognition because, according to this approach, the recognition of exemplars should be view dependent. Instead it is suggested that the results can be accounted for by a feature-based exemplar model of representation (Valentine 1991; Edelman 1995b Edelman , 1995c . For example, Edelman asserts that interobject similarity determines object proximity in representational feature space in such a way that more similar objects are located closer together in feature space than less similar objects. Highly similar objects are, therefore, less discriminable owing to their relative proximity in representational space. Although the model proposed by Edelman does not specifically account for stimulus density, it is likely that stimulus density interacts with interobject similarity so that an increase in similar object representations would reduce the discriminability of the objects.
Experiment 3 was designed to test the interaction between effects of stimulus density and interobject similarity on object recognition. There is a possibility that discriminating between any two objects is independent of their similarity since the underlying dimensions describing the two items in feature space can be optimised for discrimination. Thus, similarity between objects may be dependent on the context of the object set (Nosofsky 1984) . This idea was explored in the following experiments.
Experiment 3
In experiment 1 it was found that recognition times were dependent on viewpoint when the task was to discriminate a target object from other similar objects and independent of viewpoint when the nontargets were not very similar to the target. In experiment 2, recognition was found to be independent of viewpoint when there was only one similar nontarget object to the target. Taken together these results suggest that target/nontarget similarity and stimulus density might play an interactive role in object recognition such that an increase in stimulus density reduces the discriminability between similar objects (Ashby and Perrin 1988) . Experiment 3 was designed to investigate the interaction between stimulus density and interstimulus similarity on recognition performance. Specifically, we ask whether an object can be discriminated from another exemplar object in a view-invariant manner irrespective of the presence of objects from different categories in the task.
In experiment 3 subjects were initially trained on six category target objects together in a single training session. The test session involved the discrimination of these target objects from a set of six nontarget objects (see table 1 for an illustration of the distribution of the targets and nontargets in this experiment). Each nontarget object was a different exemplar object from the same class as one of the target objects. Thus there were two exemplars (one target and one nontarget) from each of six different categories. The large number of objects in the category condition had no effect on recognition performance across views (experiment 1) and the recognition of a target from a single exemplar was also found to be view independent (experiment 2). It was therefore predicted that an increase in the number of categories in a task, when the number of exemplars from each category was low, would have no effect on recognition across views. In other words, it was predicted that if interitem similarity alone affected recognition performance across views then the context of the object set would have no effect on recognition performance across views. However, if the measurement of similarity is sensitive to the object context then an increase in stimulus set size would result in poor discrimination between similar objects and lead to view-dependent recognition performance.
5.1
Method 5.1.1 Subjects. Twelve students from the Weizmann Institute of Science, Israel were paid to participate in this experiment. Five of the subjects were female and seven male with an average age of 30 years. All subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. All subjects spoke fluent English and none of the subjects had participated in the previous experiments.
5.1.2
Stimuli. There were six target objects: bottle, candlestick, glass, lamp, stool, and vase. The six nontarget objects were single exemplars from each of the target-object categories. Stimuli consisted of nineteen different views of each of the objects (rotations in depth in steps of 10° from 0° to 180°). 5.1.3 Design. The experiment was based on a two-factor within-subjects design with objects (six levels) and views (nineteen levels) as factors. All targets were shown in sequence in a single training session. The presentation order of the targets was counterbalanced across subjects. The order of the trials within the test session was randomised across subjects. 5.1.4 Procedure. The procedure was the same as in the previous experiments except that there was only one single training session in which subjects viewed all the target objects in succession. The test session immediately followed the training session. There were 228 trials in the test session (114 target and 114 nontarget) which were presented randomly across subjects. The experiment took approximately 30 min for each subject to complete.
Results
The responses and reaction times to the dummy trials and the nontargets were removed prior to analyses. The percentage of errors made to the target objects in the experiment was 23.9%. Errors were subjected to a one-way ANOVA which showed no significant effect of view (F 18jl98 = 1.242, ns). Figure 4 shows the mean reaction times and errors to the different views of the target objects. Figure 4 . Mean reaction times (RTs) and mean percentage errors made to the different views of six category target objects in experiment 3. Each target object had a single exemplar nontarget object in the task.
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Reaction-time data were collapsed across objects for each subject. A single-factor repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted on the reaction-time data. A significant effect of view was found CF1 18?198 = 1.783, p < 0.05; F2 l%^ = 1.815, p < 0.05). An a posteriori Newman-Keuls analysis revealed that reaction times to the 90° view were significantly longer than to the 20° views at p < 0.01 level of significance.
Discussion
In this experiment we found that the discrimination of a large number of differentcategory target objects from other exemplar objects within the same classes was dependent on viewpoint. This result demonstrates the importance of stimulus context effects. For example, in experiment 1 it was found that the discrimination of a target object from nontarget objects that were from different categories was also view independent. Also, in experiment 2 it was found that recognition was independent of viewpoint when the nontarget was a single, different exemplar object from the same category as the target. It was not expected, therefore, that an increase in the number of different-category target objects in this experiment would result in view-dependent recognition performance. Taken together, the results seem to suggest that, by increasing the stimulus set in the category condition, discriminations between objects that are similar may be reduced so that recognition performance became dependent on viewpoint.
However, an alternative reason why recognition might become dependent on viewpoint with the addition of target objects may be because of the large size of the target-object set. The results may reflect a trade-off between memory load and viewinvariant recognition. For example, the large number of objects from different categories in the learning session may reduce discriminability between exemplars and affect view-dependent recognition. Thus, at this stage it is not clear whether the results were entirely due to stimulus context effects. In order to reduce the possibility that the size of the target-object set affects recognition performance across views, the number of target objects was reduced to four in experiment 4.
Experiment 4
If view-dependent recognition found in experiment 3 was a result of a large stimulus set then it was predicted that reducing the number of target objects may increase discriminability across all views and thereby reduce the effects of view. However, as was argued in experiment 3, the addition of target objects in the category condition may decrease the sensitivity of the recognition system to discriminate exemplar objects (Ashby and Perrin 1988) . If this were so then a reduction in the number of 'category' targets should not change view-dependent recognition. In experiment 4 the number of target objects tested was reduced from six (in experiment 3) to four. Also, the number of views tested was reduced to nine because of a concern that view-dependent effects may have been reduced after the first few trials (Jolicoeur 1992) . A reduction in view-dependent effects over the first few trials may have occurred in experiment 2. This possibility is explored in detail in experiment 5.
6.1 Method 6.1.1 Subjects. Six members of the Department of Applied Mathematics, Weizmann Institute of Science, Israel were paid to participate in this experiment. None of the subjects had participated in the previous experiments. The subjects were two females and four males with an average age of 32 years. All subjects had normal or corrected-tonormal vision and all spoke fluent English. 6.1.2 Stimuli. The stimuli used in the experiment consisted of the following objects: bottle, candlestick, glass, and stool. As in experiment 2, for each target object there was one associated nontarget object in the exemplar condition (see experiment 1 above and table 1). The stimuli consisted of nine views of each object rotated in depth in 20° increments from 0° to 180°. 6.1.3 Design. The experiment was based on a two-factor within-subjects design with objects (four levels) and views (nine levels) as factors. The presentation order of the targets during the training session was randomised across subjects. The order of the trials during test was randomised across subjects. 6.1.4 Procedure. The procedure was the same as that outlined in experiment 3. There were 72 trials in the test session (36 target and 36 nontarget trials). The experiment took approximately 10 min for each subject to complete.
Results
Error responses and reaction-time data to dummy trials and to the nontargets were removed prior to the analyses. The total percentage errors was 28%. The errors were subjected to a one-way ANOVA which showed no significant effect of view (^8,40 = 2.036, ns). Figure 5 shows the mean reaction times and errors to the different views of the target objects.
The reaction times were collapsed across objects for each subject. A single-factor repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted on the response-time data. A significant effect of view was found CFl 8j40 = 5.346, p < 0.001; F2 8j24 = 4.58, p < 0.01). An a posteriori Newman-Keuls analysis on the view effect revealed that response times to the 90° view were significantly longer than to all other views at p < 0.05 level of significance. 
Discussion
These results replicate those found in experiment 3 that the recognition of objects across views was sensitive to stimulus context effects. In this experiment we found that the recognition of a target object from a single exemplar object was view dependent when the target set included objects from different categories. This result was found when the target set size was reduced from six to four and, therefore, it can be argued that the results are not due to the size of the target set during learning. Instead, the results seem to suggest that view-dependent recognition performance was dependent on the discriminability of the items in the object set.
Although the target objects were from different categories and therefore low in interitem similarity, the task also involved discriminating between exemplars that differed only on local features. Edelman (1995a) has argued that the reliance on local feature differences makes recognition view dependent. He has also argued that invariant mechanisms are likely to evoke a cost in the ability of the visual system to discriminate between local feature changes. In other words, the recognition of features that are low in interitem similarity normally involves view-independent recognition but in such circumstances the sensitivity of the system at detecting local feature differences between similar objects might be reduced.
Experiment 5
The results of the previous experiments indicate that when local features specified the differences between objects then recognition performance was dependent on the view of the objects, unless the task involved discriminating a target object from a single nontarget as in experiment 2. It is proposed that under circumstances which reduce the discriminability between objects, such as an increase in stimulus set size and high interobject similarity, view-dependent recognition performance occurred. However, in experiments 3 and 4, increasing the size of the target set may also have had an effect on the rate at which the perceptual differences between the similar objects were learned which might lead to view-dependent recognition. For example, the view-invariant recognition performance found in experiment 2 may have been due to the subjects learning the perceptual differences between the target and nontarget early on in the experiment (Jolicoeur 1992) . Thus an increase in object set size may affect the rate of learning the differences between target and nontarget in the exemplar condition because of the number of contrasts needed for discrimination. The findings from experiments 3 and 4 therefore may not simply reflect the effect of stimulus density on the discriminability of similar objects. Experiment 5 was designed to test the effects of an increase in stimulus density on object recognition when subjects had previously learned the contrasts between the similar objects across views in a task where stimulus density was low.
In experiment 2, nineteen views of each object were shown. In experiment 4, the number of views tested per object was reduced to nine. Since view-dependent effects were found in experiment 4 and not in experiment 2, experiment 5 was designed to test, first, whether subjects learn to recognise the differences between two objects in the exemplar condition with a small number of views per object. Second, the number of target objects was increased from one per block in experiment 2 to four in experiment 4. It was argued that this increase in target-set size reduced the discriminability between similar objects. In experiment 5 the idea that exemplar objects are less discriminable with an increase in the number of category targets was tested directly. First, subjects learned to discriminate each target from a single exemplar in separate blocks until recognition was invariant to viewpoint (as in experiment 2). Once the subjects learned to discriminate each target from an exemplar, they were then tested on the discrimination of all the target objects shown together in the same test (as in experiments 3 and 4). Table 1 illustrates the design of this experiment. If the view-dependent recognition performance found in experiments 3 and 4 was due to a reduction in the ability of the system to learn to discriminate between the target and exemplar nontarget because of the presence of many targets, then it was expected that prior learning of the differences between the exemplars would result in view-independent recognition performance when the target set size increased. Alternatively, if an increase in the number of objects from different categories reduces the discrimination between exemplars then view-dependent effects should reemerge when all category targets are included in the same task.
7.1 Method 7.1.1 Subjects. Six undergraduate students from the Department of Psychology, University of Durham participated in this experiment for pay. Three of the subjects were male and three female. The average age of the subjects was 20 years. All subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. 7.1.2 Stimuli. See experiment 4 for a description of the stimuli used.
7.1.3 Design. The experiment was conducted in two sessions. The first session was based on a three-factor within-subjects design with block order (four levels), objects (four levels), and view (nine levels) as factors. The second session of the experiment was based on a two-factor repeated-measures design with objects and view as factors.
The order of presentation of the target objects in the first session was randomised across subjects. The trials were randomly presented across subjects within each session. 7.1.4 Procedure. The procedure was the same as that in the previous experiments except for the following details. The experiment was conducted in two sessions and subjects received a self-timed break between the sessions. In the first session subjects were trained and tested on the target objects separately. During the test the subjects had to discriminate the target object from a single, nontarget exemplar. Each view of the objects was repeated four times during the test giving a total of 288 trials in the first session (ie 72 per target object).
In the second session of the experiment the subjects were trained on all the target objects together; there then followed a single test block in which the targets and nontargets were presented in random order. Target and nontarget objects were the same as those shown in the first session of the experiment and the same views were tested across both sessions. Each view of the objects was presented once during test. There were 72 trials in the second part of the experiment. For each subject the experiment took approximately 30 min to complete.
Results
Responses and reaction-time data to the nontargets were removed prior to analysis. The data were analysed separately for each experimental session. In the first session there were 16.4% errors made to the target objects. In session 2 of the experiment there was a total of 14.8% errors to the target objects. The errors in session 1 were subjected to a two-way ANOVA with block order and view as factors. There was no significant effect of block order found (F^ 15 = 0.679, ns). There was no effect of view found (i^? 40 = 1.491, ns) and no significant interaction between the factors (^4 ? i 2 o = 1.568, ns). A one-way ANOVA was conducted on the errors made in the second session of the experiment. There was no significant effect of view found (i^> 40 = 0.191, ns) . Figure 6 shows the mean reactiontime data and errors to the different views in each of the blocks in the first session of the experiment.
A two-way repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted on the reaction-time data in session 1 with block order (four levels) and view (nine levels) as factors. A significant effect of block order (JF1 3J15 =4.701, p < 0.05; F2 3?9 =4.367, p < 0.05) There was no effect of view found in either the third block (i^? 40 = 1.170, ns) or the fourth block (F i40 = 0.730, ns). Figure 7 shows the mean reaction-time data and error rates to the different views of the target objects shown in session 2 of the experiment. The reaction-time data in part 2 of the experiment were subjected to a one-way repeated-measures ANOVA. A significant effect of view was found CFl 8j48 = 3.444, p < 0.01; ^2^24 = 3.0, p < 0.05). An a posteriori Newman-Keuls analysis revealed that the reaction times to the 130° view were significantly longer than to the 150°, 170°, 30°, and 10° views at p < 0.05 level of significance. The same targets and nontargets tested in the first session were also presented in the second session.
Discussion
Initial results showed that recognising a target object from a single nontarget in the exemplar condition was dependent on viewpoint but with repeated exposure of the stimuli the differences between the objects could be learned so that recognition was view invariant. It is presumed that in experiment 2 subjects also learned the differences between the targets and nontargets so that recognition was invariant across views owing to the large number of views shown per object. In this experiment, the number of views per object in each block were half those shown in experiment 2. Recognition was view invariant from block 3, in other words, after the same number of exposures to the objects as in experiment 2. It can be argued that mere exposure to the stimuli reduced the effects of view dependency on recognition times in the exemplar condition (Tarr and Pinker 1989; Edelman and Bulthoff 1992) .
The results of the second part of the experiment suggest that view-dependent recognition performance was affected by the context of the stimuli. Although subjects had previously learned the differences between the similar, exemplar objects when all targets were within the same task the ability to discriminate between exemplars was affected by the presence of objects from different categories. The findings from experiment 5 can be accounted for in terms of a similarity-based model of recognition in which fine discrimination between similar target and nontarget objects are affected by stimulus density. Thus, an increase in the size of the object set reduced the sensitivity of discriminating between similar objects in such a way that recognition was dependent on the view of the object.
General discussion
The conditions under which exemplar-based or category-based recognition was dependent on viewpoint were explored in this paper by manipulating the stimulus characteristics and stimulus context of a set of familiar objects in a number of experiments. The results from the set of experiments reported here show that stimulus factors such as interobject similarity and size of the object set interact to reduce the discriminability of the target object. When discriminability was reduced, recognition performance was dependent on the view of the object.
The experiments reported above revealed that under some circumstances of interobject similarity recognition speed was dependent on viewing angle of the object whereas under other circumstances recognition was view invariant. When the task involved the recognition of a target object from amongst many nontargets, recognition speed was view dependent if the nontargets were different exemplars from the same category as the target. High error rates, which indicate confusability across objects, were also found in the 'exemplar' condition. Recognition speed was view invariant when the nontarget objects were from different categories. When subjects had to discriminate a target from a single nontarget within the same category recognition was initially view dependent but subjects learned to recognise the target from the nontarget in a view-invariant manner with repeated exposure to these objects. However, when the number of pairs of similar objects to be discriminated in the task was increased recognition was view dependent. This effect was found even though subjects had previously learned to discriminate the pairs of different exemplar objects in a view-invariant manner.
Recognition performance was only view invariant when the nontargets were objects from different categories from the target or when a single, within-category discrimination could be learned. Thus, an increase in the interobject similarity and stimulus density in the task led to view-dependent recognition performance and higher error rates. An increase in stimulus density was found not just to simply reduce the ability of subjects to learn the discriminable features between similar objects across views. Instead, stimulus density had the effect of reducing the discriminability between similar objects even when subjects had previously learned the discriminable features between the different exemplar targets and nontargets in a view-invariant manner. The context of the object set, therefore, had an effect on the discriminability between similar objects across different views.
The results have implications for current models of object recognition. The findings from the experiments reveal that view-dependent recognition does not always result from tasks that involve subordinate, exemplar discriminations: view invariance can also be achieved between similar objects with repeated exposure of the objects across views. Thus, it could be argued that the familiarity of the views affected view invariance Tarr and Bulthoff 1995) . However, it was found that the familiarity of the views of the object was not necessarily the only predictor of view-invariant performance since the recognition of highly familiar views of objects was view dependent under certain stimulus contexts. In the recognition-memory tasks stimulus factors such as interobject similarity and context were important determinants of view-dependent or view-invariant recognition performance and were independent of familiarity. Thus the results do not support the familiarity hypothesis offered by the multiple-views model of recognition (Tarr and Pinker 1989; Edelman and BulthofF 1992; Tarr and Bulthoff 1995) .
Furthermore, the results of the experiments cannot be accounted for by the RBC model of object recognition proposed by Biederman (1987) . According to the conditions of invariance outlined by Biederman and Gerhardstein (1993) , recognition should be view invariant when the objects are specified by unique GSDs. Although in experiment 1 it was found that recognition was invariant to viewpoint when the nontargets were objects from a different category to the target and all objects had unique GSDs, it was also found that invariant recognition performance was easily achieved when the nontarget was a single exemplar from within the same class as the target. This finding suggests that factors other than the conditions for invariance outlined by the RBC approach affect recognition performance across views. Such factors might include interobject similarity, stimulus density, and frequency of presentation. To date, the RBC approach has not proposed a mechanism for recognition under these different conditions. I would argue that the results are better accounted for by a feature-based exemplar model in which objects are represented as locations on a multidimensional feature space. Exemplar models have been proposed to account for the discrimination and classification of both unfamiliar stimuli (Medin and Schaffer 1978; Nosofsky 1986; Estes 1994; Lamberts 1996) and familiar stimuli such as faces (Valentine 1991; Newell et al, forthcoming) and objects (Edelman 1995b (Edelman , 1995c . Their advantage is that predictions can be made about recognition performance without assuming that there are separate processes involved in categorisation and discrimination. In essence, recognition performance is based on the stimulus factors which affect the interitem similarity between the items (objects) in the task. Exemplar models propose that items are represented in memory as locations in representational space and the distance between items reflects the similarity between those items (Shepard 1958) . It is proposed that the locations of the representations are derived by the feature information of the items. The value of these features along each dimension determines the location in representational space (Shepard 1980) and items which share similar features to each other are represented close together (Tversky 1977) . More similar items are less discriminate than less similar items owing to competition from the near neighbour and recognition performance becomes less efficient with an increase in interitem similarity (Valentine 1991; Edelman 1995a) .
In previous studies on interitem similarity it has been argued that the perceptual similarity between any two objects can vary considerably according to not only the context of the stimulus set (Medin and Schaffer 1978; Nosofsky 1984) but also the frequency of presentation of the objects (Corter 1987; Nosofsky 1988 ). The present results also suggest that an increase in the exposure of the stimulus objects could lead to a decrease in view-dependent recognition performance but only when stimulus density was low (experiments 2 and 5). Other studies have found that the frequency of presenting a target to a subject can improve the discrimination of that target from a similar nontarget (Gibson and Walk 1956; Nosofsky 1988) . In experiment 2, each target and nontarget object was shown across eighteen different views. In experiment 5, the target and nontarget objects were shown four times in each of nine different views. Recognition of the target object was view invariant in experiment 2 and also became view invariant after two exposures of each view in experiment 5. Thus, the frequency of the presentation of the objects played a role in the discriminability of the target across views. It could be argued that as the exposure of the stimulus object increased then the subject could selectively attend to the discriminable features between the target and nontarget. Although the role of selective attention is beyond the scope of this paper it is nevertheless an important issue in object recognition (Treisman 1993) .
It is argued that perceptual similarity is a dynamic process and in many studies it has been proposed that perceptual similarity is a function of the weighted combination of features and dimensional attributes (Nosofsky 1986; Lamberts 1994) . The perceived similarity between two objects may be dependent on which features or attributes are attended to or focused on (Tversky 1977) . For example, a red Volkswagen car may be more similar to a ripe tomato than to a white Saab car if just the colour dimension is attended to. Nosofsky (1986) has argued that attention has the effect of stretching or shrinking the psychological similarity space in one direction or another. Thus attending to a certain dimension may stretch the similarity space to render the contrasting features or attributes more salient. At the same time stimuli on other dimensions may become more similar due to a shrinking of the similarity space on the irrelevant dimensions. Although others have supported the idea of a dynamic or flexible similarity space, different implementations of this dynamic process have been proposed (Barlow 1990; Valentine 1991; Schyns and Rodet 1997) . For example, Schyns and Rodet (1997) have recently proposed that different functional features are created from the images of the items and these features maximise the contrasts between the items.
These dynamic or flexible models of interitem-similarity measurement are relevant to the present results since it was found that different stimulus contexts affected recognition performance. For example, the present results also suggest that the process for measuring interobject similarity between items in a task is dynamic in that the contrasts between the items could be optimised so that recognition was invariant to viewpoint. In the 'category' condition the diagnostic features of the items were sufficiently discriminable to allow for view-invariant recognition. In the 'exemplar' condition the discriminable features were more subtle. When the number of items in the exemplar condition was low the subjects learned the discriminable features across all views. Once these features were learned then recognition was invariant to viewpoint. However, the detection of the subtle discriminable features was dependent on the stimulus context. The recognition of exemplars was dependent on viewpoint when the task included target objects from different categories. Therefore the contrasts between the different 'category' objects in the set were optimised but a cost was incurred such that discriminating subtle feature differences between exemplars was not as efficient.
We might argue that subjects learned to create the functional features for discriminating between exemplars. Clearly, however, another process is involved since different stimulus contexts can change the discriminability of these diagnostic or functional features. I propose that this process could be thought of as a perceptual 'ruler' which optimises the distance between objects in representational space by stretching across the object representations. Thus, a decrease in interitem similarity between two objects would increase the stretching of the ruler across representational space (see Nosofsky 1986 ). This stretching may occur by either selectively attending to the relevant features or by changing the weighted descriptions of the stimulus features. Greater stretching of the ruler would result in a larger scale for measuring the distance between two items. As a consequence fine discriminations between two similar objects or features would be poor because the scale would be too coarse.
I propose that the 'ruler' is implemented as follows. In the present tasks subjects had to discriminate between objects across views; therefore, according to this model, the ruler would be optimised in order to provide the maximum distance between objects, thus emphasising the invariant contrasts between them. For certain stimulus sets this is a simple task since the objects themselves held sufficiently diagnostic features that were invariant to changes in viewpoint (as in the 'category' condition in experiment 1). For other tasks, the visual system was highly dependent on the contrasting features between two similar objects that would generalise across views (as in experiment 2 and part 1 of experiment 5). When the stimulus set was highly similar (the 'exemplar' condition in experiment 1) then discrimination was reduced with a large number of objects because of the reduced sensitivity of the perceptual ruler to the contrasts within the set. Furthermore, by adding objects from different categories to the task the ruler would then stretch across these category stimuli in representational space. In this case sensitivity to the small contrasts between two different exemplar objects in the task would be reduced because the scale would be too coarse to discriminate between exemplars (part 2 of experiment 5). When sensitivity to the contrasts between exemplars is reduced it is presumed that some views offer better contrasting features than other views and therefore recognition performance is view dependent (Edelman 1995a) . Thus there is a trade-off between discriminability and view invariance in object recognition. The results of the experiments suggest that some of the stimulus factors which might affect stimulus discriminability include interobject similarity and stimulus context and that these effects often interact to reduce the discriminability of the representation of an object.
